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Looking back at 2014: changes in 2014
• During 2014 the Trustees made important decisions in relation to:

① The Investment mangers for Portfolio C,
② The Life Stage Model, and
③ The Income Continuation Disability Benefit. 
④ The options and information given to retirees

• The Retirement Reform proposals by Government has been a concern to many members. The Fund 
has made changes following changes to the law and is prepared for what may come in 2016.

• The Fund has implemented a new process, for the benefit of all retirees, of providing quotations for 
various pension options, negotiated on a nil-commission basis from selected insurers. 

• These indicative quotations, in respect of various Life Annuities from these Insurers as well as 
quotations for a UCTRF Living Annuity and for a commercial Living Annuity were provided to all the 
current year retirees and we will continue to do so going forward.

•



Change in Strategy: Progress

The Trustees in December 2013 appointed a third equity manager, Abax, to
manage a portion of Portfolio C’s SA equities component, and to reduce the
allocation to the Investec Value mandate significantly.

In 2014 the Investec Mandate has recovered somewhat



Change in Strategy: Progress

The domestic allocation of the Balanced Fund is currently split among five investment 
firms - Prescient (SA interest-bearing investments), Catalyst (SA listed property shares), 
and Investec, Allan Gray and Abax (SA equities). 

The equity managers may hold cash as a portion of their portfolios at any point.



Change in Strategy: continued

Further changes to the Portfolio C offshore mandate :

In 2015, the offshore allocation will be split between two foreign 
investment firms, 
Orbis (global equities) and 
Brandywine Investment Management (global bonds) as a 
replacement for Pacific Investment Management (PIMCO) (global 
credit) and Stone Harbor (emerging-market bonds) due to the 
underperformance of these two mandates. 
Orbis is the “sister company” of Allan Gray Ltd. 



2014 SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT RETURNS
.

Over the last 7 years (to 31 December 2013) the Balanced Fund (Portfolio C) has delivered the highest return, but it also has the most risk.
It is possible for the Balanced Fund to show very low or even negative returns in some years. This is important to understand, especially for members

nearing retirement who plan to move from the Fund and may move to a diffefrent type of investment at retirement.

1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs 7 yrs
Since inception

(01/01/95)

Portfolio A 6.5% 6.4% 6.6% 7.9% 9.3%

Portfolio B 20.3% 16.5% 12.2% 9.8% 11.6%

Portfolio C 13.6% 15.1% 12.9% 11.3% 14.2%

Portfolio D 8.5% 13.4% 10.7%
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Portfolio C performance vs Benchmarks



Monthly Performance

As you would expect, the Balanced Fund (Portfolio C) shows the largest variation in monthly returns, reflecting the riskier nature of
this portfolio, but with the highest returns since inception.

• Monthly returns for the four portfolios during 2014. These figures are shown after investment manager fees.

• Note: inception date is 1 April 2010 for Portfolio D, 1 January 1995 for the other portfolios.

Month Portfolio A Portfolio B Portfolio C Portfolio D

Jan-14 0.15% 1.46% 1.22% 1.05%

Feb-14 0.49% 1.61% 3.72% 1.31%

Mar-14 0.70% 1.66% 1.26% 0.25%

Apr-14 0.55% 1.66% 2.40% 1.15%

May-14 0.68% 1.66% 1.50% 1.31%

Jun-14 0.52% 1.66% 2.16% 1.66%

Jul-14 0.48% 1.56% 0.32% 1.18%

Aug-14 0.52% 1.66% 0.88% 0.27%

Sep-14 0.56% 1.56% -1.18% 0.38%

Oct-14 0.59% 1.56% -0.60% -1.32%

Nov-14 0.54% 1.21% 0.95% -0.16%

Dec-14 0.55% 1.36% 0.33% 1.20%

Total for past 12 months: 6.51% 20.27% 13.65% 8.55%

Total since inception (p.a.): 9.34% 11.62% 14.16% 10.70%



IPS



Annual Investment Choice

• Because the fund is a member-investment choice fund, the Trustees
believe that it is necessary that all members have the fullest opportunity
to make informed decisions about these matters.

• The UCTRF Investment Guide (available on the UCTRF website) is a first 
step to help you with regard to investment decisions.

• The UCTRF Website www.uctrf.co.za has a toolkit which includes a
retirement calculator to help you plan for retirement. We encourage 
you to read this and use the Website.

http://www.uctrf.co.za/


Understanding and managing your risks

Your retirement benefit will depend on :

 How much money you, together with UCT, save (contribute) monthly for your
retirement; and

 The investment returns you earn on these contributions.

• You carry the risk that the investment returns earned on your retirement saving
contributions will be sufficient to provide you with a reasonable income at
retirement. In this regard you are exposed to three main risks, namely: -

 The risk of making contributions to the Fund that are too low in relation to your total
remuneration; and

 Inflation risk; and

 Final payment risk.



Risk of insufficient contributions
• Your Fund contributions are too low in relation to your total remuneration

(CoE): because you have chosen a DPA that is too low.
• These contributions are currently 20.15% of DPA for permanent staff and 19.64%

for fixed term contract staff of your pensionable salary.
• Your pensionable salary, or DPA (“deemed pensionable amount”), is between 

50% and 100% of your CoE – the choice of percentage is yours.
• The Trustees cannot do anything to manage this risk other than to warn you of

the consequences of saving too little, and to encourage you to increase your
deemed pensionable amount to the maximum possible (and/or to negotiate 
for the employer to make additional contributions on your behalf.)



Inflation Risk

• This is the risk that the Fund contributions you set aside as retirement
savings (as specified in the previous section) do not earn sufficient
investment returns to provide reasonable retirement benefits.

• Typically, you need your investment returns to be some 5% per annum higher
than inflation over the long term, after fees and costs, to provide for reasonable
retirement benefits.

• As a general rule, the further you are from retirement, the more you are
exposed to inflation risk.



Final Payment Risk
• This is the risk that at the time when you leave the UCT Retirement Fund and

want to use your retirement savings, investment markets are weak, and so the 
value of your retirement savings is at a low point in the cycle.

• It is crucial that we understand that “final payment risk” mainly applies when
we leave the Fund and want to use your retirement savings. For example, if 
you resign and decide to invest your retirement Fund resignation benefit for
your retirement, you should be less concerned about your “final payment risk”.

• As a general rule, the closer you are to your retirement age, the more you
are exposed to “final payment risk”.



Managing these risks

There are three “tools” that can be used to manage the two risks,
namely:-
• The asset class in which your retirement savings money is 

invested;

• The time horizon for which your retirement savings is 
invested; and

• Diversification.



Choice of asset class
• Equities (shares) have historically given returns significantly in excess of inflation and is

therefore a good asset class to hold against inflation risk. But shares also have a greater
tendency to go up and down in price (we say shares are more volatile) than many other
asset classes. This makes equities a less suitable asset class for managing your “final
payment risk”.

• On the other hand, cash is a good asset class to manage your “final payment risk”. Cash,
however, does not give you an investment return much in excess of inflation and so it is
not a suitable asset class for managing your inflation risk.

• So, you can do a lot to manage your inflation risk and “final payment risk” by
managing the asset classes in which your retirement savings are invested.



Time Horizon

• While shares are the better asset class for managing inflation risk, they can go up and
down quite sharply (i.e. they are volatile).

• This volatility is most extreme when you invest in shares for a short period.

• The chance of a negative real return reduces if you invest in shares over the long term.

• So, if you will be working for some time still before you need your retirement Fund money,
you can afford to invest more of your retirement savings in shares. Even if the market does
go down in the short term it should not worry you unduly because over the long term
investment in shares has historically best managed inflation risk.



Diversification

• The third “tool” that can be used to manage your risks is diversification. Another way of
describing diversification is to “avoid putting all your eggs in one basket”.

• The past has shown that, more often than not, when some asset classes are down (e.g. 
South African shares), others go up (e.g. government bonds of “developed world”
nations) - such asset classes are said to be negatively correlated with each other.

• You can therefore reduce your risk by spreading your investments between the different
asset classes. The assets invested in Portfolios B and C are diversified over a wide range of
asset classes in order to meet this requirement.



Common mistakes

• Too conservative an investment strategy

When faced with investment choice, members often choose too “conservative” a channel relative to the
risks they face.

• This error can have severely negative financial consequences. For example, if a 25 year old member
decides to invest his/her retirement savings in the Income Fund over his/her entire working life (i.e.
for 35 to 40 years), he/she could end up with a pension some 35% to 50% less than had he/she
invested more appropriately in the Balanced Fund for the majority of the time.

• So, if you are young and you are not concerned about your final payment risk, you should invest 
primarily to manage your inflation risk.



The investment channels available

The Trustees have designed four investment channels to deal with the different needs of
members These investment channels are: -

• The Income Fund (also called Portfolio A), which deals mainly with “final payment
risk”;

• The Smoothed Bonus Fund (also called Portfolio B), which deals in part with “final
payment risk” and in part with “inflation risk”;

• The Balanced Fund (also called Portfolio C), which deals mainly with “inflation risk”
• The Shari’ah Fund (also called Portfolio D), which deals mainly with “inflation risk”, but is

more conservative than the Balanced Fund and is managed according to Shari’ah
investment principles



The Life Stage Model
• The Trustees recognize that some members may wish to choose what we 

term the Life Stage Investment Model.

• The Life Stage Model is designed for members on the premise that, in normal
circumstances the best indicator of your need either to manage your inflation
risk or final payment risk is your period to retirement.

• The Life Stage Model assumes retirement at the end of the year in which you 
turn 65. If you plan to retire earlier than 65 then the Life Stage Model may not
be appropriate.

The Life Stage Model rules will change on 1 April 2015 – this 
section describes the model with the changes that are planned.



The Current Life Stage Model

• Since the Balanced Fund is expected to give the highest returns
over the long term it is the best for managing “inflation risk”.

• Members younger than 60 who chose the Life Stage Model will 
have all their Funds invested in the Balanced Fund. 

• This term of the Life Stage model will remain unchanged.



The Life Stage Model as you approach retirement:

• As returns from the Balanced Fund are expected to fluctuate quite widely from 
year to year, the Balanced Fund is not as good as the Smoothed Bonus Fund or 
the Income Fund for managing final payment risk .

• With final payment risk becoming the issue as one approaches retirement those 
members electing the Life Stage Model will have their portfolio switched from 
the Balanced Fund to a portfolio that protects against the final payment risk. 

• The current Life Stage model uses the Income Fund as the pre-retirement 
portfolio and so transitioned members who opt for the Life Stage Model near 
retirement as shown in the following table:





What will the change be from 1 April 2015?
The Trustees have decided that, from 1 April 2015 onwards, a blend of the  Smoothed Bonus Fund and the Income Fund 
as the pre-retirement portfolio and to transition members who opt for the Life Stage Model near retirement as shown in 
the table below :



Retirement Reform Update
Government has agreed to DELAY the implementation of the following proposals, originally set for 1 March 2015:

1. The change in the tax deductibility of contributions, and the introduction of an annual cap, is delayed: The 
introduction of the 27.5% deduction limit, and the annual deduction cap of R350 000, is delayed.

2. Compulsory annuitisation of retirement benefits from 1 March 2015 is delayed: You are currently able to take all or 
a part of your benefit in cash at retirement. The proposed change was that you would only be able to take one third of 
your retirement benefit in cash at retirement, and the balance was to be used to purchase a pension. This is delayed. So, 
the current situation remains for at least another year: when members retire from a provident fund, they can take the 
entire amount in cash if they wish.

3. Tax-free transfers from pension to provident funds are delayed: This tax-free transfer will not be possible until the 
reforms have been passed, and such transfers will continue to be taxed for now.

4. The minimum amount to be annuitized – increase to R150 000 is delayed: This will now not apply until the new laws 

come into effect. The minimum amount therefore stays at R75 000.



What will change from 1 March 2015?

1. The option to postpone the accrual of a retirement benefit :

• From 1 March 2015 the retirement benefit accrues only when election is made regarding the payment 
of the benefit rather than on the date of retirement from the employer, as it does now.

• The date on which the lump sum benefit shall be deemed to accrue to the individual will no longer be 
dependent on the date of retirement from the employer.

• Individuals may then extend/defer their date of retirement from the Fund according to their own 
circumstances and when they would prefer to start receiving their pension benefits, enhancing 
preservation.

• Retirement funds will be required to apply to SARS for a tax directive only on the date that the 
election is made, and the amount of the lump sum benefit that would be provided to SARS would 
match the corresponding amount at the date of election.

• The Fund will be making provision for this allowance in the Rules effective 1 March 2015.
2…



2. Changes to the tax deductibility of income protection policies :

What will change?

With effect from 1 March 2015,
• the premiums paid by UCT for the insured Disability Income benefit will have to be taxed as a 

fringe benefit in the hands of eligible UCT employees, and
• the insurer will pay the benefits untaxed to the claimants (both current and new claimants).

• This will reduce your take-home pay.

• The advantage is that should you become disabled, the monthly income benefit will be 
paid tax free.
• This change will also apply to existing claimants receiving these income benefits.



Changes to the Income Continuation (Disability) Benefit

1 The UCTRF Trustees and UCT have thus decided to restructure the insured benefit by introducing a “taper” in place of 
the current basic benefit of 70% of DPA for all members. The insurer will amend the benefit from the current flat 70% of 
DPA to:

70% of the first R 15 000 per month of DPA,
plus 60% of the next R 20 000 per month of DPA,
plus 45% of any DPA in excess of R 35 000 per month,
plus the contribution to the UCTRF.

2 In effect, because members won’t pay any tax on the benefit, the “after tax” benefit amount will be equal or better.

3 This “taper” would have the effect that benefits for higher earners could be kept below the level of their pre-
disablement take-home pay, without prejudicing lower earners (or employees whose DPA is a lower percentage of 
CoE).

4 The insurer has reduced the premium and as a result, members will receive an additional monthly contribution to 
retirement savings; the premium rate will reduce from 0,60% of DPA p.m. to 0,54% of DPA p.m. with effect from 1 March 
2015.

Your pay slip will be restructured from 1 March 2015 to incorporate the aforementioned changes



The Nomination of Beneficiary Form is a form on which you indicate to whom your death 
benefit must be paid. 

These forms are available on the Fund’s website. It is important to update these forms 
whenever your beneficiaries and/or dependants change, and to make sure they are up-to-
date before you embark upon your annual vacation.

IMPORTANT:  
Members of the Fund need to update TWO separate Nomination of Beneficiary forms:

One form for your UCTRF benefit and
One form for your separate group life cover benefit (from UCT).



Why two forms
 Separate GLA
◦ Falls outside the Pension Funds Act
◦ Pays direct to the beneficiaries you nominate (or yourself if disabled)
◦ Pays in event of death or permanent disability
◦ No tax deducted from the benefit (you have paid tax on the premiums 

paid)

 UCTRF GLA

◦ UCTRF Trustees must make a disposition in terms of S37C of the
Pension Funds Act

◦ UCTRF Trustees must determine your dependants and nominees with
the guidance of your recommendation

◦ Pays in event of death
◦ Amount is pre-tax and tax is deducted



Information Resources

• Benefit information sessions (two sessions 
each month in the Bremner Bldg, UCT)

• UCTRF website www.uctrf.co.za

• Investment choice roadshows (held in 
February)

• Retirement Planning seminars (held in the 
second semester)

http://www.uctrf.co.za/

